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Abstract. Provenance access control has been recognized as one of the
most important components in an enterprise-level provenance system.
However, it has only received little attention in the context of data security research. One important challenge in provenance access control
is the lack of an access control language that supports its speciﬁc requirements, e.g., the support of both ﬁne-grained policies and personal
preferences, and decision aggregation from diﬀerent applicable policies.
In this paper, we propose an access control language tailored to these
requirements.

1

Introduction

Provenance, a documented history of an object, has already been widely used
in the scientiﬁc and grid computing domains to properly document workﬂows,
data generation, and processing. Access control of provenance is of the highest
importance for many critical organizations [1] either because the fulﬁllment of
their duties relies on a secure provenance management or because the protection
of provenance is required by laws or regulations. In a national security agency,
the improper disclosure of the source or the ownership of a piece of classiﬁed
information may result in great and irreversible losses [2]. In a pharmaceutical company, the source of data and the processing executed on data may be
sensitive or valuable. In the absence of an access control mechanism for protecting such information, malicious or faulty insiders could steal it [1]. Additionally,
many compliance regulations require proper archives and audit logs for electronic
records [1], e.g. HIPAA mandates to properly log accesses and updates to the
histories of medical records.
Therefore, provenance access control is considered to be the primary issue
in provenance security [3]. Unfortunately, despite the large number of research
eﬀorts focusing on the management of provenance [4, 5, 6, 7, 8], only a few of
these eﬀorts have investigated the problem of securing provenance [3, 2, 9, 10, 1].
Moreover, none of these proposals focuses on access control.
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The problem of access control for provenance is complicated by the fact that
given a request to access some provenance information, diﬀerent access control policies, possibly from diﬀerent sources, may apply (see Figure 1): organizational high-level security policies, departmental ﬁne-grained access control
policies, privacy laws and regulations. Moreover, individuals who contributed
to the information, referred to as originators, may specify personal preferences
on the disclosure of such information. Given an access request, whether the request is allowed or not depends on the decisions from all of these policies. We
thus need a language able to support the speciﬁcation of ﬁne-grained policies,
privacy policies, and preferences, and equipped with a ﬂexible access control
decision aggregation mechanism.
The goal of this paper is to propose such a comprehensive access control
language addressing those speciﬁc requirements of provenance access control, e.g.
ﬁne-grained, privacy-aware, and originator control. Our contributions include:
– A novel provenance model that captures the characteristics of previously
proposed provenance models and is the base for analyzing the requirements
for provenance access control.
– A language tailored to ﬁne-grained provenance access control and originator
preferences.
– A simple yet ﬂexible evaluation mechanism for decision aggregation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces our general
provenance model and analyzes the requirements of provenance access control.
Based on such a provenance model, Section 3 develops the access control language
model. Section 4 discusses the ﬂow of access control decision process. Section 5
shows how originator preferences are taken into account in access control decisions. Section 6 illustrates our approach with several examples. Section 7 discusses
related work. Section 8 outlines some conclusions and directions for future work.
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A Provenance Model

In order to develop an access control language for provenance, the ﬁrst step is
to analyze the requirements for a provenance access control model. Our analysis
is based on the sensitivity of the diﬀerent entities in a provenance model that
describes how provenance is represented.
2.1

The Model

Unfortunately, there is currently no standard for representing provenance in spite
of some initial attempts such as the Open Provenance Model [11] and the Architecture for Provenance Systems [3]. Some proposals [4, 5, 6, 7] focus on diﬀerent
application domains (scientiﬁc data provenance vs electronic health record), have
diﬀerent forms (relational vs XML), or purposes (storage vs query). Several systems for managing data lineage and provenance are being used in the context of
scientiﬁc processes, e.g. Chimera [12], myGRID [8], and ESSW [13]. Moreover,
some workﬂow systems [14] are also able to generate provenance information
as well.
Provenance is already well understood in the ﬁeld of art history where it refers
to the trusted, documented history of some art objects [3]. Given a documented
history, the object attains an authority that allows scholars to understand and
appreciate its importance and context relative to other objects. Art objects that
do not have a trusted, proven history may be treated as faked items. This same
provenance concept may also be applied to data acquired, generated, manipulated, and distributed by computer systems and applications. One of our primary
objectives is thus to deﬁne a provenance representation that is suitable for such
data. Hence, in this context, we give the following deﬁnition of the provenance
of data (see Fig. 2). Our provenance model can capture and describe provenance
models proposed by aforementioned approaches and research.
Deﬁnition 1 (Provenance). The provenance of a piece of data is the documentation of messages, operations, actors, preferences, and context that led to
that piece of data.
An operation is a manipulation performed on or caused by some data, referred
to as input messages, and resulting in other data, referred to as output messages. Messages represent data ﬂows between operations. Applications, database
A General Provenance Model
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commands, and web services are typical examples of operations, while copy and
paste, emails, and inter-communication between UNIX processes are typical messages. The piece of data with which the provenance is associated is the output
of the last operation in the provenance.
Operations and messages are operated by actors that could be application
logics, workﬂow templates, or human beings. In some situations, information
about actors, e.g., a physical therapist of a treatment of musculoskeletal disorders
in a patient, is also a necessary component of provenance. Such an observation
motivates the introduction of actor records in our provenance model.
Context refers to additional data which is independent of the input messages
of an operation but aﬀects the content of the output messages of the operation,
e.g., operation states and operation parameters. Some operations are stateful
or rely on values from some external context variables. In some circumstances,
the internal states of a stateful operation and the values of external variables
may also be necessary in order to understand the functionality or performance
of the operation and therefore the nature of the result of the operation [3].
Moreover, in scientiﬁc computations, the parameters used in some operations
are crucial, like for example the parameters in a classiﬁcation algorithm, for the
ﬁnal output [6]; thus such information should also be included in the provenance
as context records.
Most existing provenance studies do not consider security and privacy requirements concerning the utilization of provenance, especially the requirements
concerning actors. Security and privacy are however crucial when provenance
contains information of commercial value or of a legally sensitive nature (e.g., a
proprietary algorithm). Usually such sensitive information is very speciﬁc, and
its protection requirements may depend on the speciﬁc application domain and
can often only be determined by the involved actors. Thus there is a need for a
provenance model able to address such requirements in order to limit the access
to the operation or message content based on access restriction by the corresponding actor [9]. Such an observation motivates preference records. These
records are designed for actors to specify their personal preferences that control
whether and how other actors may utilize operation and message records.
If we consider connections resulting from actors, the context, and preferences
to be special messages, these records generally form a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) with messages as edges and other records as nodes. Such graphs may
have cycles when representing provenance for workﬂow; however, we can always
rewrite a graph with cycles into a DAG by replicating edges and nodes [7].
2.2

Provenance Records

Provenance is represented by a set of provenance records stored in a provenance store. Such a store can be implemented by various systems, like relational
DBMS or XML document management systems. Based on the proposed provenance data model (see Fig. 2), we have deﬁned ﬁve kinds of provenance records,
that is: operation records, message records, actor records, preference records,
and context records. To be general, we leave out unspeciﬁed details about the
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implementation of these records. However, to illustrate the usage of provenance
records and the access control requirements of a provenance store, it is necessary
to consider some of those details. In what follows, we discuss details about each
type of record that are relevant to the deﬁnition of provenance access control.
The schema of each record is shown in Fig. 3; in the graphical representation,
PK means “primary key” and FK means “foreign key”.
Each record consists of several attributes. Some attributes are optional in
that their value might be null. A basic assumption in the provenance model is
that each piece of data and each provenance record are uniquely identiﬁed by
one identiﬁcation attribute, referred to as the ID attribute. Message, operation,
actor, and preference records have a timestamp attribute which is useful for
time-restricted provenance queries and preference evaluation (their use will be
discussed in Section 5).
Operation record attributes include ID, actor ID, context ID, description,
output, and timestamp. The detail of a description attribute depends on applications. The description attribute may clearly deﬁne a function by pseudo-code,
or even by source code, but it can also be only a function name. The output attribute describes the output of the operation. The value of the output attribute
usually represents the connection between provenance records and data records.
Message record attributes include ID, actor ID, source ID, destination ID,
description, content, carrier, and timestamp. Speciﬁc details about the description attribute depend on applications. A message record is not a copy of a real
message between two operations; it is just the provenance of the real message.
For the purpose of provenance completeness, the message content attribute will
be expected to contain the full information transmitted by the real message.
However, other choices are possible. If intermediate data transferred in the real
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message have been stored elsewhere, the reference ID of the intermediate data
can be stored in the content attribute instead those in the data. Moreover, if
the destination operation is reversible and such intermediate data may be reproduced, the data need not be stored in the content attribute either. The carrier
attribute indicates the message transferring channel, e.g. email, which may be
sensitive and useful in some cases, e.g. digital forensics [1].
Actor record attributes include ID, name, and role. Actors usually have names
and roles. A role, like the concept of role in role-based access control, is a job
function of the actor. Someone may argue why not use the actor information
directly from human resource databases. A human being may have diﬀerent
roles during his/her career time. Thus he/she may have diﬀerent versions of
actor records with diﬀerent roles for diﬀerent operation / message / preference
records. This is the crucial reason why we cannot rely only on the information
from the actor records stored in human resource databases. Such a record usually
only stores the latest actor information, but an actor record in a provenance store
needs to record complete historical actor information.
Context record attributes include ID, state, and parameter. The content of
a context record heavily depends on the application domain. Usually each operation record has at most one context record. It seems preferable to include
the context record into the operation record. We choose to separate the context
record from the operation record because of two reasons. First, the schema and
size of context records vary with respect to diﬀerent operation records. Some
operation records do not have a context record; however other operation records
may have a complex context record. Second, it is also possible that two diﬀerent
operation records may share the same context record. Context records are the
only provenance records that do not need timestamps because their timestamps
are determined from their parent operation records.
Preference record attributes include ID, actor ID, target, condition, eﬀect,
obligations, and timestamps. Preference is used to record the access preferences
of the actor of the operation or message. Sometimes it is also useful to record
the preferences expressed by the subject of the operation/message, for example
a patient in the case of healthcare applications. The actor ID attribute is used to
record the author of the preference record. Authors are usually actors. A patient
may specify his/her preference, but the preference is usually recorded by a nurse
or a doctor. The target attribute is used to specify the subject and the exact
record at which the preference aims. Each target of a preference record only
references an operation record or a message record. Details of the target and
other attributes, e.g. conditions, are elaborated in Section 3.
Because provenance is a documented history of a piece of data, it has been
pointed out [10] that a provenance store is immutable. However, it is reasonable
to allow some actors to rationally change their preferences on their own records.
There are two approaches to support such selective updates. One is to allow those
changes to overwrite previous values. The other approach is to use versioning
and associating with each preference record a timestamp. Given a query, if two
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preferences from a same actor evaluate to one permit and one deny, the result
from the latest preference record takes precedence. We adopt the latter solution
because
– previous preference records are a part of data provenance and have a value
as well;
– the immutable property reduces the complexity of access control on provenance because we only need to focus on querying and do no need to worry
about changes, such as updates and deletions, to existing provenance records.
Such a property also makes it possible to store provenance in “Write Once,
Read Many” (WORM) devices that may greatly help in protecting provenance integrity.
As shown in Fig. 3, there are relations between the records that compose a
provenance DAG. The actor ID in an operation, message or preference record
references the primary key of an actor record. The source ID and destination ID
in a message record reference two primary keys in operation records. The context
ID in an operation record references the primary key of a context record. The
record ﬁeld together with the restriction ﬁeld (Section 3) in the target of a
preference record references the primary key of either an operation record or a
reference record.
Another basic assumption in our provenance model is that, at each time instant, a piece of data is at most manipulated by one operation. The piece of data
can be manipulated several times by the same or diﬀerent operations, and such
an operation history builds the provenance of the piece of data.
2.3

Provenance Records for Medical Data

We now discuss the application of the proposed provenance model to represent
the provenance of medical records generated from the Diabetes Quality Improvement Program workﬂow shown in Fig. 4, where CDC refers to Comprehensive
Diabetes Care. Medical records and relevant provenance records generated from
the workﬂow in Fig. 4 are shown in Fig. 5. The ﬁrst column shows medical
records, e.g. register, eye exam etc., except for actors. Other provenance records
are shown on the right side. For simplicity, we do not show some attributes, e.g.
the timestamps in actor records, and some records, e.g. context records.
Based on the records reported in Fig. 5, we have the following observations:
– Each medical record is generated by one operation at a speciﬁc time, and
can be uniquely identiﬁed by the output attribute (with two ﬁelds) in the
operation’s record.
– Some message records have values in their content attributes that reference
medical records, and others do not.
– Message records and operation records connected by these message records
form two independent DAGs whose structure is exactly the same as that of
the workﬂow of interest (Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Diabetes QI Program workﬂow
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Fig. 5. Medical records and Provenance records

– Actor records are referenced from operation, message, and preference records.
– Each preference record references exact one message record or operation
record.
All records other than preference records are easily understood. The meaning of
preference records will be more clear in Section 5. One important design choice in
our provenance model is that we do not need a provenance pointer to be included
in the original data item to indicate the location of relevant provenance records.
Given an item ID, we can directly retrieve its provenance from the provenance
store based on our model. An advantage of our model is that it does not need the
adjustment of the schemata of existing datasets. It is well known that database
administrators usually “hate” such adjustments.
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2.4

Desiderata for a Provenance Access Control Model

Based on previous work on securing provenance [10, 3, 1] and query examples in
provenance management [6, 5, 15], we identify some important requirements of
an access control mechanism for provenance that are discussed in what follows.
First, provenance access control must be ﬁne-grained. Because of the sensitivity of diﬀerent provenance records, it is usually the case that an organization
may want to ensure that certain portions of the provenance records be only accessible to certain parties, e.g. a few treatments in privacy sensitive electronic
healthcare records [9], sources of information in a classiﬁed document by the
Central Intelligence Agency [2], or a proprietary algorithm applied to some segments of scientiﬁc data [1]. Such a requirement asks for the ability to conﬁne a
query to a very limited scope with respect to subjects and/or objects in terms
of access control. Moreover, it may also be useful to ensure that certain subjects
are authorized to access only the subset of the provenance records that are necessary for a speciﬁc purpose or more generally, any type of context1 in which
provenance representations can be useful [3]. This would require the ability to
express authorizations with context restrictions.
Second, provenance access control may have to constrain data accesses in order to address both security and privacy. One typical example is in the context of
the electronic heathcare records that essentially contain both original data and
their provenance. If we consider the ﬁnal medical results about the treatment
of a patient to be a piece of data, its provenance usually contains observations,
procedures, tests, prescriptions, and information ﬂows between patients, doctors, practitioners, and nurses. Therefore accesses to electronic heathcare records
should not only comply with organizational security policies based on well-known
principles such as “need to know” and “least privilege”, but also comply with
privacy regulations, such as HIPAA.
Third, provenance access control may need both originator control [16, 17]
(ORGCON) and usage control [18, 19] (UCON). ORGCON is an access control proposal that requires recipients to gain originator’s approval for a redissemination of an originally disseminated digital object or a new digital
object that includes the originally distributed digital objects. Motivated by digital rights management, UCON is an access control model that conﬁnes the usage
of re-disseminated digital objects. As mentioned in Section 2.1, a provenance access control must be able to take into account preferences by actors about how to
utilize relevant records, which is indeed similar to an originator (actor) control
in usage control (record usage). One challenge from such requirement is that
provenance access control should provide a meaningful and usable method to
integrate decisions from both organizational policies and actor preferences, for
which multiple versions may exist. Another challenge is the need of a mechanism
that ensures regulations, e.g. HIPAA, always take precedence over preferences
when there is a conﬂict.
1

Here the meaning of the term “context” is diﬀerent from that of the term “context”
in which an actor performs some operation.
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An Access Control Language for Provenance Stores

In this section we propose an access control language, based on our provenance
model, for addressing the requirements discussed in the previous section. The
language supports the speciﬁcation of both actor preferences and organizational
access control policies.
3.1

The Language

The proposed language is graphically represented in Fig. 6. Its main components
are target, condition, eﬀect, and obligations, which are discussed in what follows.
Subject

Record

Effect

1..*
1..*

1

1

1

1
Target

Policy
1

1

Obligations
1 0..1

1
Scope
0..1

1

1

0..1

0..1

Restriction

Condition

Fig. 6. An Access Control Language

3.2

Target

Since a provenance store is immutable, only two operations can be supported:
append and read. We believe that in a provenance-aware system, the append
operation should be automatically performed by applications and not by users,
like log operations in database systems. The privilege to stop or start an append
operation by an application is not controlled by regular users but by administrators. Therefore, our access control language only focuses on query (read)
operation on provenance records.
The target speciﬁes the set of subjects and records, to which the policy is
intended to apply. Because the provenance store is immutable and the access
on which we focus is query (read), the type of access, e.g. read or append,
is intentionally omitted in the target. The subject element can be the name
of any collection of users, e.g. actor or professor, or a special user collection
anyuser which represents all users. The record element can be the name of any
collection of provenance records, e.g. operation, some attributes in records, e.g.
operation.body, or a special record collection anyrecord. The following example
shows a policy target that applies to access requests from any user and to all
information contained in the attribute description in the operation records.
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<target>
<subject>anyuser</subject>
<record>operation.description</record>
</target>

The (optional) restriction element can further reﬁne the applicability established by the target through the speciﬁcation of predicates on subject attributes
(combined with anyuser) and/or record attributes (Section 2.4). The following
target example applies to users with a doctor role and to the description of
operation records before year 2009.
1
2
3
4
5

<target>
<subject>anyuser</subject>
<record>operation.description</record>
<restriction>anyuser.role == doctor AND operation.timestamp <=1.1.2009</restriction>
</target>

Provenance represents the lineage of a piece of data; thus when we deﬁne a
provenance access control policy we often want the ability to specify one policy
for all provenance records related to a piece of data. Such a requirement is captured by an optional element scope. Two predeﬁned values, “transferable” and
“non-transferable” (default) can be speciﬁed in the element, where “transferable” means that the target not only contains the set of records deﬁned by other
elements in a target, but also includes all ancestors of these records. By contrast, “non-transferable” means that the target only contains the set of records
deﬁned by other elements. If the scope element is absent from a target, the
“non-transferable” semantics is adopted for the target. The target of the following example shows a provenance record set for an operation record and its
antecedent records that resulted in the CDC record of patient Alice (See Fig. 5).
1
2
3
4
5
6

<target>
<subject>anyuser</subject>
<record>operation</record>
<restriction>operation.id == 11</restriction> <!−operation 11 generates CDC status−>
<scope>transferable</scope>
</target>

3.3

Condition

A condition represents a boolean expression that describes the optional context
requirements (Section 2.4) that conﬁne the applicable access requests, e.g. access
purpose, limitation on access time and location, and veriﬁcation of the record
originator’s license. System or context variables usually appear in the condition
expression. The following condition restricts an applicable access to be executed
only from a machine, e.g. obelix, and with an access purpose, e.g. research.
1

<condition>system.machineid == obelix AND purpose == research</condition>
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Restrictions and conditions are both boolean expressions, and are crucial in
order to achieve ﬁne-grained access control. The reason why they are mapped
onto diﬀerent components is not only because they focus on diﬀerent policy
aspects, i.e. the target scope and the context requirements, but also because they
have a diﬀerent impact on the aggregation of decisions by diﬀerent applicable
policies. We will elaborate more on this issue in Section 4.
3.4

Eﬀect

The eﬀect of a policy indicates the policy author’s intended consequence of a
“true” evaluation for policy. In the current version of the language, the eﬀect can
take one of the following values: Absolute Permit, Deny, Necessary Permit, and
Finalizing Permit. The motivation and semantics of these four diﬀerent eﬀects
will be discussed in Section 4.
The following example shows a policy without obligations. The policy requires
that any doctor who accesses the description ﬁeld of operation records before
year 2009 can only do so from machine obelix and that the access purpose must
be research only.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

<policy ID=1>
<target>
<subject>anyuser</subject>
<record>operation.description</record>
<restriction>anyuser.role == doctor AND operation.timestamp <1.1.2009</restriction>
</target>
<condition>system.machineid == obelix AND purpose == research</condition>
<eﬀect>necessary permit</eﬀect>
</policy>

3.5

Obligations

An obligation is an operation, speciﬁed in a policy, that should be executed before
the condition in the policy is evaluated, in conjunction with the enforcement of
an authorization decision, or after the execution of the access. There are at least
two cases in which we may need obligations in an access control language for
provenance stores. An actor may require any user of his/her records to obtain
his/her agreement before access to these records, or to inform him/her after the
access. He/she may do so by adding a pre-obligation or a post-obligation [20]
in his/her preference. Another case is when one has to comply with regulations
that include obligations, e.g. HIPAA; organizational policies may also require
obligations. Due to space limitations, we do not elaborate on the obligations
component and we only provide an example. We refer the interested readers to
our previous work [20]. The following example shows an obligation specifying
that the actor of the record has to be informed about each data access within
10 days from the date of the access. Commonly used obligations are “inform
actors or originators of an access” and “obtain (either advance or later) approval
from actors or originators”. Operations in an obligation may have their speciﬁc
parameters and we adopt a simpliﬁed representation of operations.
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<obligations>
<obligation>
<operation>inform the actor of the record</operation>
<temporal constraint>10 days</temporal constraint>
<fulﬁll on>access</fulﬁll on>
</obligation>
</obligations>

Policy Evaluation

Abstractly, we may consider a two-dimensional space deﬁned by a provenance
store query, referred to as a query space, to be a tuple of a singleton of user
and a set of records, represented by the pair (userq , recordsq ). If we consider the
tuple of the sets of subjects and records deﬁned by a target to be a target space,
represented by (subjectst , recordst), then we have the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2 (Applicable Policy). A policy is applicable to a query if and
only if the component-wise intersection of the target space of the policy and the
query space generates neither an empty user set nor an empty records set.
In other words, a policy is applicable to a query if and only if its target space
contains both the query user and a subset of query records. Given a query, only
the conditions, eﬀects, and obligations in applicable policies are evaluated in its
ﬁnal authorization decision. The evaluation of an applicable policy is its condition
evaluation result, either true or false. The evaluation sequence depends on the
eﬀects of applicable policies, as shown in Fig. 7. The ﬁnal decision depends on
both the eﬀects and the condition evaluation results of applicable policies.
An applicable policy with an absolute permit eﬀect has the highest priority. Given a query, if at least one applicable absolute policy evaluates to true,
the query is permitted regardless of the eﬀects of other applicable policies. The
motivation for the absolute permit is that provenance queries required by law enforcement institutions or national security agencies should be able to circumvent
the limitation speciﬁed by actor preferences and organizational policies.
A policy with a deny eﬀect has the second priority. Given a query, if no applicable absolute permit policies evaluate to true and at least one applicable deny
policy evaluates to true, the query is denied regardless of the eﬀects of other
applicable policies. The motivation is that negative policies may signiﬁcantly
reduce the total number of policies required in practice, which may in turn reduce the administration costs for policies. The popular “deny takes precedence”
principle is adopted in the language.
A policy with a necessary permit eﬀect has the third priority. Given a query,
if no applicable absolute permit policies evaluate to true, no applicable deny
policies evaluate to true, and at least one applicable necessary permit policy
evaluates to false, the query is denied regardless of the eﬀects of any other applicable policies. The motivation for the necessary permit is the requirements from
actor preferences and regulation compliance in organizational policies. When
an actor speciﬁes his/her preferences on some operation or message records,
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Fig. 7. Policy Evaluation Flow

he/she, like donors who regulate the usage of their funds, usually only speciﬁes
some necessary conditions that should be satisﬁed by future usage of relevant
records. To comply with regulations, e.g. HIPAA, an organization has to specify
corresponding access control policies that are usually not suﬃciently ﬁne-grained
but necessary for all relevant queries. A necessary permit is useful in these cases.
It should be noted that we can write a deny policy which is semantically
equivalent to another necessary permit policy by negating the condition and
changing the eﬀect; thus for any query, the ﬁnal decisions are the same. However,
since some regulations are more naturally expressed by a deny policy and other
preferences are more naturally expressed by a necessary permit, we intentionally
do not merge these two eﬀects into one.
A policy with a ﬁnalizing permit eﬀect has the lowest priority. Given a query,
if no applicable absolute permit policies evaluate to true, no applicable deny
policies evaluate to true, no applicable necessary policies evaluate to false, and
at least one applicable ﬁnalizing permit policy evaluate to true, then the query
is permitted. Otherwise, the query is denied.
One goal in classifying positive authorization policies into necessary permit
policies and ﬁnalizing permit policies is to achieve ﬂexibility and convenience
for the administration of policies at diﬀerent granularity levels. For instance,
the Chief Security and Privacy Oﬃcer (CSPO) of an organization may specify a
binding set of basic regulations for all departments with respect to the access to
provenance information within the organization. These regulations can in turn be
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reﬁned by the various departments [21]. One way to address this requirement is to
let the CSPO deﬁne some applicable necessary permit policies with which all the
departments have to comply. However, these necessary permit policies cannot
authorize access requests because they are not suﬃciently ﬁne-grained. Each
department can then deﬁne its own ﬁne-grained ﬁnalizing policies. The decision
for a query is then obtained by composing the decisions from all applicable
policies with at least one decision from the ﬁnalizing permit policies in one
department. In other words, if all applicable necessary permit policies allow the
access request and at least one ﬁnalizing policy allows the request, the query is
authorized. Positive norms and negative norms are based on a similar idea [22].

5

Originator Preferences

Our access control language can be applied to specify originator preferences,
that is, to support originator control. Compared to organizational policies, originator preferences are usually very speciﬁc to a particular record and its ﬁelds.
The following originator preference speciﬁes that the description information of
operation record 12345678 cannot be accessed for either reverse engineering or
reselling purpose. Fig. 5 shows other preference record examples.
1
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<preference ID=1>
<target>
<subject>anyuser</subject>
<record>operation.description</record>
<restriction>operation.ID == 12345678</restriction>
</target>
<condition> purpose == reverse engineering OR purpose == reselling</condition>
<eﬀect>deny</eﬀect>
<timestamp>1.29.2009</timestamp>
</preference>

The timestamp plays a key role in the evaluation of the originator preferences.
When multiple preferences exist, the evaluation criterion is that only the latest
applicable preference is evaluated. The ﬁnal authorization decision depends on
the latest applicable preference and all applicable organizational policies.
Given a query, the applicable organizational policies and applicable preferences are evaluated together. The semantics of diﬀerent eﬀects in user preferences
is the same as that of policies. Given a record to be queried, if only necessary
permit preferences are speciﬁed on this record and there are no corresponding
organizational ﬁnalizing permit policies, according to the evaluation ﬂow introduced in Section 4 the record cannot be disclosed. This behavior is reasonable
and meets our expectation.

6

Additional Examples

In this section, we show how our access control language can specify access
control policies from some recently published papers and thus meet access control
requirements identiﬁed there.
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As mentioned in Section 2.4, electronic health records are a hybrid representation of data and relevant provenance, and thus need to be protected to assure
privacy. Three crucial components in privacy regulations are the access or usage
purpose, obligations, and conditions [23]. The proposed access control language
directly supports conditions and obligations. Purpose requirements can be speciﬁed as predicates in conditions (as a matter of fact, we have already used them
in previous examples). Someone may argue that the language cannot prevent
policy authors from specifying invalid purposes. We, however, believe that specifying valid purposes in conditions is the duty of the policy authors and thus it
is reasonable that the language itself is only capable of specifying purposes in
policies. Perhaps by policy analysis we may be able to identify invalid purposes
in policies that is left for our future work.
In conjunction with eﬀects, purpose predicates can directly model the following common cases of purpose requirements in privacy regulations.
– case 1: some records can only be used for some speciﬁc purposes;
– case 2: some records can be used for some speciﬁc purposes;
– case 3: some records should not be used for some purposes.
These cases can be represented by the following three policy fragments.
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<policy ID=1> <!−− case 1 −−>
...
<condition>purpose == research OR purpose == development</condition>
<eﬀect>necessary permit</eﬀect>
...
</policy>
<policy ID=2> <!−− case 2 −−>
...
<condition>purpose == research OR purpose == development </condition>
<eﬀect>finalizing permit</eﬀect>
...
</policy>
<policy ID=3> <!−− case 3 −−>
...
<condition>purpose == marketing</condition>
<eﬀect>deny</eﬀect>
...
</policy>

The evaluation ﬂow introduced in Section 4 can be directly applied to the
integration of decisions from privacy policies.
An employee’s performance review [10] is an example where the provenance is
more sensitive than the data. Generally employees are permitted - and usually
encouraged - to read their performance review. However, the employee is not
told who had input in writing the review. Thus the employee can see the data
but not the provenance of that data. The following policy forbids any subject to
access the message that leads to the review document about him/her; thus no
source can be disclosed.
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<policy ID=1>
<target>
<subject>anyuser</subject>
<record>operation</record>
<restriction>operation.output.record == review AND
anyuser.name == review.objectname</restriction>
</target>
<eﬀect>deny</eﬀect>
</policy>

Braun et al. [10] argued that provenance is poorly served by traditional data
security models because these models focus on individual (provenance) data
items, whereas provenance focuses on the relationships between those items.
These relationships and data items form a DAG, and both nodes and edges need
to be protected. In addition, Braun et al. also suggested that one may need to
hide the participation of an operation. We agree with these requirements but
do not agree that traditional data security models cannot secure provenance.
With an appropriate provenance model, like the one proposed in this paper,
the relationships between data items (message records) and the participation of
an operation (actor records) may be secured by traditional style access control
policies, as shown by examples in this paper.
As indicated by Hasan [1], the ownership history of documents (e.g., the chain
to associate a user or users with a document) may also be sensitive. A query for
the source of a piece of data may be recursively executed on provenance records
to generate the chain. By appropriate access control policies on message records,
we can easily achieve protection with diﬀerent granularity on the chain based on
the speciﬁc protection requirements:
– If we need to disclose the original sources without disclosing details in the
chain, e.g. operations and actors, to a speciﬁc subject, we can address this
requirement by only allowing the subject to access the Source ID and Destination ID of relevant message records.
– If we need to hide the actor information in the chain from a speciﬁc subject,
we can deny the subject access to the Actor ID in the records in the chain.

7

Related Work

The proposed access control language has been inﬂuenced by the XACML language [24]. One distinct feature of our provenance access control is the need for
the aggregation of authorization decisions from diﬀerent policies with diﬀerent
purposes, e.g. organizational policies, user preferences with diﬀerent versions,
and privacy regulations. Because XACML does not distinguish between conditions and restrictions, XACML is not suitable for dealing with the aggregation
required by the management of provenance. In addition its rule evaluation truth
table and policy combining algorithms have several shortcomings [25]. The purpose handling has been inspired by the Privacy-aware Role-based Access Control
model [23], however, it is more ﬂexible than that in this earlier approach.
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Security issues in the context of provenance management have been only
brieﬂy discussed in a few prior papers [3, 2, 9, 10, 1]. Groth et al. [3, 9] discussed security requirements for Service Oriented Architectures and proposed
some abstract frameworks providing security mechanisms, including access control, for provenance stores. Braun and Shinnar [2], in the context of the PASS
(Provenance-aware Storage Systems) project [26], discussed a security model
for provenance, which consists of two separate models: one for protecting the
structure or workﬂow (i.e., which ancestors and descendants are accessible to
which users) and the other for specifying which node attributes are accessible
to which users. Braun et al. [10] later argued the need for new security models for provenance management. In particular, they highlighted two properties,
“DAG-nature” and “Immutability”, of provenance information which distinguish
provenance information from traditional data items and from tree-structured
data. Hasan et al. [1] discussed research challenges to secure a provenance chain,
and proposed a lifecycle model for provenance. They also analyzed possible applications of secure provenance. Compared to such work, our work is the only
one focusing on the analysis of requirements for provenance access control and
providing a comprehensive access control language to meet these requirements.
Very recently, the problem of secure provenance management has also been
investigated in the broader context of information networks which abstract distributed information sharing [27, 28]. With respect to the domains that have
been investigated and mentioned above (e.g., scientiﬁc database, grid computing, workﬂow, health care applications), this new problem domain introduces
new challenges. For example, provenance in scientiﬁc databases keeps the modiﬁcations that have been applied to a speciﬁc data item, whereas workﬂow systems operate within the boundary of a single enterprise. In contract, information
networks capture the movement/processing of data beyond any single database
or enterprise, which means that each node can maintain a provenance store for
all the data messages that have been received and that the provenance store
is maintained by all the nodes in an information network that can cross many
enterprises. The access control language presented in this paper can serve as a
useful mechanism in this framework.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

Our proposal for provenance access control is still at its ﬁrst stage, and many
interesting problems are left open.
In the evaluation of provenance access control policies, decisions with uncertainties about the result of target evaluation or condition evaluation may arise.
There are at least two cases in which a policy evaluation may generate uncertainties. First, because the predicates in a policy may refer to the content of
other data or other provenance store or system variables, it might not be able
to evaluate them due to the lack of privileges. There are several diﬀerent design
choices to address the issue of which privilege is needed for policy evaluation: the
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administrative privilege, the query issuer privilege, and the policy author privilege. Obviously the administrative privilege, which may give excessive power to
all table owners (they are policy authors), may result in severe security breaches.
Rosenthal et al. [29] suggest that policies should be evaluated under the privilege
of the query issuers rather than the policy authors. In contrast, Olson et al. [30]
suggest that policies should be evaluated under the privilege of the policy authors
rather than the query issuers. In either approach, it is possible that predicates
in policies cannot be successfully evaluated due to the lack of privileges. Second, external factors, such as software vulnerabilities or hardware failures, may
prevent predicates from being evaluated correctly as well. In both situations,
uncertain decisions (neither permit or deny), in which we do not know the exact
decision, are inevitable. The D-algebra [25] can be applied to deal with policy
evaluation in the presence of uncertainty.
Delegation of access control rights, which is one important requirement for
provenance access control [3, 10], has not been addressed in this paper. We
prefer policy-based delegation management and consider delegation management
policies to be meta-policies on access control policies and will investigate this
issue in our future work.
Because of the semantics of diﬀerent eﬀects and predicates used in conditions
and restrictions, inappropriate policy speciﬁcations may generate conﬂicting policies or redundant policies [31]. Detecting these abnormal policies is essentially a
SAT problem. Fortunately, the problem size is usually very small regardless of
the number of policies. Only policies with overlapping target spaces and sharing
variables in predicates need to be checked. Various heuristic techniques have already been developed [31]; we need a tailored version for provenance access control
policies as well.
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